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Abstract
It has been amply demonstrated in recent years that careful attention to the structure of systems
software can lead to greater flexibility, reliability, and ease of implementation, without incurring
an undue penalty in performance. It is our contention that advanced programming languagesparticularly languages with a mathematically rigorous semantics. and featuring higher-order functions, polymorphic types, first-class continuations, and a useful and powerful module system-are
ideally suited to expressing such structure. Indeed, our previous research has shown that the use
of an advanced programming language can have a fundamental effect on system design, leading
naturally to system architectures that are highly modular, efficient, and allow re-use of code.
We are thus working to demonstrate the viability and benefits of advanced languages for programming real-world systems. To achieve this, we have organized our research into the three areas of
language design, compiler technology, and systems building. This report describes the current plans
for this effort, which we refer to as the Fox project.
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Introduction
It has been amply demonstrated in recent years that careful attention to the structure of systems
software can lead to greater flexibility, reliability, and ease of implementation, without incurring an
undue penalty in performance. Specific examples of well-structured systems include the microkernel
architecture of the Mach 3.0 operating system and the modular layered architecture of the x-kernel
implementation of network communication protocols.
It is our contention that advanced programming languages - particularly languages with a
mathematically rigorous semantics, and featuring higher-order functions, polymorphic types, firstclass continuations, and a useful and powerful module system - are ideally suited to expressing
such structure. Indeed, our previous research has shown that the use of an advanced programming
language can have a fundamental effect on system design, leading naturally to system architectures
that are highly modular, efficient, and allow re-use of code [12].
Unfortunately, in practice advanced languages typically have not been used to implement systems software. Until recently, advanced languages have lacked features that are crucial for systems
programming, and their implementations have been too inefficient for use in practical systems.
Furthermore, although the rigorous foundations underlying advanced languages should in principle provide many benefits for software development, such languages have rarely been used in the
development of programs of realistic size and complexity. As a result, the advantages of advanced
programming languages and program development techniques-greater reliability, ease of maintenance, better adaptability, improved code re-use, and so forth-have not been realized for systems
software in the "real world". We believe that this has led to undesirable compromises in the design
of present-day systems software.
We are thus proposing to demonstrate the viability and benefits of advanced languages for
programming real-world systems. To achieve this, we have organized our research into three areas:

"* Language design. The development of the foundations of programming languages, and
their application to the design of new advanced programming languages.

"* Compiler technology. The development of techniques for compiling and optimizing advanced programming languages.

"* Systems building. The use of advanced programming languages in the design and implementation of real-world systems.
More specifically, we have two goals. The first is to advance the art of language design by using
advanced languages to build systems software. Building real systems provides a discrimiiiating test
of language design principles by applying them in real-world settings. It also suggests new language
features and modifications to existing features, while at the same time encouraging the study of
semantic, type-theoretic, and implementation issues to uncover hidden complications and problems.
And of course, successful implementations demonstrate the usefulness of advanced programming
languages.
The second goal is to advance the art of software development by using advanced languages
to build advanced systems software. By exploiting language structure, we expect to achieve more
reliable, maintainable, and elegant software systems. System building also allows us to exhibit real
code as proof of concept and demonstration of the viability of advanced languages, and provides
a basis for studying the costs (especially with respect to performance) of advanced languages in
systems software. Finally, we expect that this experience will suggest alternative organizations and
techniques in the development of software systems.
I

Our approach thus far has involved the design and implementation of extensions to the Standard ML programming language, and use of these extensions in implementing a suite of efficient,
industry-standard network communications protocols. For the next three years, we are proposing
to continue this development of Standard ML and its use in the design and implementation of
systems software. This includes, as in the past, network communication protocols, but now also
networking applications, device drivers, and operating system kernels for embedded systems. As
has been our previous experience, we expect the design of these systems to be affected in fundamental ways by the use of an advanced language. At the same time, the systems-building experience
provides requirements for the language design, thus guiding the development of the theoretical
foundations for the design of extensions to the language. Such foundations provide the basis for
the development of techniques for compiling and optimizing programs, and the systems-building
experience provides a real-world test of the effectiveness of optimizations. The compiler technology
in turn enables aspects of system design and is an important consideration in the design of new
language features.
These three areas, though separate in technical content and approach, are carried out in a cooperative manner that promotes an extraordinarily high level of interaction and feedback. (Indeed.
all of the research personnel are involved in at least two, and usually all three areas.) Thus we
have been extremely successful in realizing a crucial synergy that we believe can help to define
fundamentally new approaches to system software and language design.

Technical Approach
The central assumption underlying our approach to the project's research is as follows: a systematic,
principled approach to language design can and will lead to an advanced programming language
that will provide demonstrable benefits for system software development, and in fact will improve
the practice of software development in general. By systematic we refer specifically to the use
(and development) of mathematical frameworks in defining and reasoning about the semantics
of programming languages. When we say principled, we mean that the design of the language
should be guided by a certain aesthetic, inspired primarily by the formal connections between
mathematical logic and the fundamental nature of computation.
In fact, there is already overwhelming evidence that this assumption is true, but only in those
application domains for which advanced programming languages can be itsefully applied, such as
list processing, program translation and transformation, and other (usually smail) applications in
symbolic computation. The key challenge, then, is to demonstrate that the assumption holds up in
larger "real-world" application domains, and of particular interest for us is the domain of systems
software, including operating systems, network communications. and real-time embedded systems.
Perhaps the most obvious technical hurdle is performance; advanced languages such as Standard ML have hard-to-implement features such as higher-order functions, polymorphic types. firstclass continuations, concurrent threads of control, and a powerful module system. Hence, the
development of new compiler technology will be necessary to overcome the apparent costs of such
language features. Less obvious is- the problem of expressiveness of the language for performing
necessary tasks in systems programming. For example, our previous experience in implementing
network communications protocols in Standard ML exposed the requirement for precise control
over data layout; perhaps surprisingly, such a feature has been missing from advanced programming languages and thus had to be developed by us (and is still under development). Finally,
a claim for the viability of advanced languages for systems software must go beyond simply implementing practical systems in such a language. The benefits in software engineering must be
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demonstrated, such as reduced development costs, greater reliability, improved code re-use, and so
forth. But perhaps even more importantly, it must be shown that the use of "dvanced languages
can lead to important new ideas and structuring concepts in the design of future systems.
All of these considerations lead us to organize our research around the three areas of language
design, compiler technology, and systems building, and within each of the areas, into near-term
and long-term research activities. These three areas, though separate in technical content and
approach, are carried out in a cooperative manner that promotes an extraordinarily high level of
interaction and feedback. (Indeed, all of the research personnel are involved in at least two, and
usually all three areas.) Thus, we have been extremely successful in realizing a crucial synergy,
leading to good research progress especially at the "boundaries" of the three areas. The distinction
between near-term and long-term activities is also useful in the project organization. The near-term
activities provide an immediate focus for project personnel, leading to a team atmosphere and the
development of "demonstration systems". Also important is the fact that this kind of experience
provides immediate guidance and feedback for ideas generated by the long-term research work. In
turn, the long-term activities take place in an environment that is less constrained by immediate
real-world requirements, thereby fostering the development of radically new ideas in system and
language design.
In what follows, then, we describe in greater detail our specific research plans, both near-term
and long-term, in each of the three research areas.

Systems Building
Near Term
As a first step we plan to complete our implementation of the TCP/IP protocol stack. The most
important remaining feature to be implemented are IP options and fragmentation/reassembly.
Once this is completed we will conduct a careful performance analysis of our implementation using
a 10Mb/s isolated Ethernet connection between dedicated processors. This will provide a firm basis
for comparing our implementation with the x-kernel and Mach implementations, and will provide
essential information for improving the performance of our code. Since we expect that the 10Mb/s
capacity of current Ethernet technology will be a limiting factor, particularly on the emerging fast
RISC processors, we also plan to implement either an ATM or high-performance Ethernet device
layer, and to again measure the performance of our system and competing implementations. Our
goal is to demonstrate that SML is not significantly less efficient as an implementation language
for high-speed network protocols than C, and to understand such limitations and performance
bottlenecks as we do encounter. This information will provide an important reference point for
future work both in the systems area and in language design and implementation.
Upon completion of the implementation and evaluation of the TCP/IP protocol stack, we will
expand our work on protocol design by considering higher-level protocols such as RPC for remote
procedures and ISIS-like protocols for reliable distributed computing. These protocols can then be
used to experiment with higher-level distributed computing paradigms such as have already been
explored by the Venari Project at CMU and the DML effort at Cornell. This will establish an
important link with these closely-related efforts, and will provide further evidence for (or against)
the viability of SML as a vehicle for distributed computing. We are also considering pushing the
protocol work further to include the development of network file system implementations similar
to Sun's NFS network file system or the CMU Coda mobile computing file system. These systems
will again provide an important case study for systems programming in SML, and are an enabling
technology for our longer-term proposed work in embedded systems (more on which below). Finally,
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we will explore other high-level applications of the FoxNet network technology by implementing
ML-to-ML communication, the ability to send and receive ML data objects over the network. This
provides a natural arena for exploring the use of demand-driven transfer protocols for decreased
communication latency by providing first those portions of structured data items that are needed
first to complete a particular computation.
The current FoxNet is built on top of the Mach 3.0 kernel which provides for us the basic
primitives required to communicate with a network device driver. Crossing the kernel boundary
is an expensive operation, both because of the context switching overhead and because of the
need to pass in and out of the ML run-time system. An important direction for future research
is to quantify the overhead associated with the kernel boundary and to explore the possibility
of reducing reliance on the kernel by putting more functionality into the SML implementation.
It may also be possible to exploit the type safety of the SML language to allow for the efficient
execution of user code in kernel space to avoid the overhead associated with typical protection
mechanisms. These investigations are the starting point for gaining a deeper understanding of the
potential for using SML on a "bare machine" to implement device drivers and kernels, particularly
for embedded systems. They also provide an opportunity to explore kernel abstractions from a
linguistic standpoint, an important first step in understanding the implementation of composable
kernel services in SML.
Long Term
An important long-term goal of our work is to explore the design of new software systems from
a "language-centric" viewpoint. Here again our current work makes clear that the mechanisms
provided by Standard ML suggest fresh new perspectives on software design that are difficult a
impossible to achieve in low-level languages such as C. For example, we make essential use of higherorder functions in our implementation of TCP/IP, for example to provide "staged" computation
whereby network services can be specialized on connection-specific data to improve performance
on data transmission. More significantly, we make essential use of the SML module language to
express the structure of the protocol stack and to ensure that microprotocols are fully composable.
An important goal is to explore further the use of such high-level language constructs in the design
and implementation of systems software, with the hope of improving not only their utility and
elegance, but also their performance, relative to existing approaches.
We see microkernels as a first step towards building a completely modular operating system
from a set of composable services. However, just as the idea of a microprotocol in the x-kernel
is a design principle, rather than a formally realized construct, the modularity of microkernels
is largely a matter of programming practice enforced using hardware protection mechanisms and
system calls. By working in a language such as SML it should be possible to give full expression to
the modular structure of operating systems in a manner roughly parallel to that used in the FoxNet
protocol stack. This would open the way to building embedded operating systems (for example.
for robotics or industrial control systems) from "off-the-shelf" software components. Furthermore.
since SML is a type-safe language, many of the precautions necessary in a general operating system
environment need not be taken in the context of an embedded operating system, making it possible
to eliminate context-switching overhead.
We therefore view the exploration of the construction of embedded systems in SML as an
important long-term direction for the project. The short-term goals mentioned above are important
stepping stones towards this longer-term goal. For example, experience gained in exploring the
kernel boundary in the FoxNet implementation will include an understanding of the design of the
4

interface to kernel services. We will also be exploring execution of user code in kernel space (for
example, for packet filters), relying on the type- and storage-safety properties of SML programs
to avoid high-overhead protection mechanisms. This naturally leads to formalizing a number of
operating system services as composable modules, and to the construction of embedded systems
as the composition of a number of services. Possible application areas are robot controllers, a
telemetry station, or other small, non-critical, self-contained systems. These explorations are likely
to involve relatively weak real-time constraints, giving us the opportunity to explore meeting realtime requirements in a language with automatic storage management.
Language Design
Near Term
In the near term our work on language design will continue to emphasize the enrichment of Standard
ML with extensions to support systems programming, and careful study of the associated semantic
and type-theoretic properties of these extensions.
In the first phase of the project we extended SML with first-class continuations, an essential
step towards supporting co-routines and threads. Our investigations uncovered a serious flaw in
the naive (and widely-accepted) typing rules for callcc, exposing an insecurity in the type system.
Detailed analysis of the failure of soundness led to a correct typing rule for callcc and suggested
a fundamental analysis of the typing properties of operations that have control and store effects.
We also undertook a study of the typing properties of the CPS transform, a compilation technique of fundamental importance to functional languages. In addition to shedding light on the
semantic problems arising from the combination of polymorphism with control effects, this work
is an important step in developing a general theory of compilation for typed languages. Current
compilers for SML take little or no advantage of type information during translation, relying only
on the assumption that the program is well-typed, and not on specific information about the types
of constituent phrases. Our study of the typing properties of the CPS transform, and in particular
the relationship between explicit and implicit polymorphism, is a first step towards developing
a type-based compilation method for SML and related languages. (Concurrently with this work
Leroy has developed a type-based translation that attempts to minimize the use of "boxing" in the
compilation of polymorphic programs, lending further support to our conviction that type-based
methods are essential to the efficient compilation of SML programs.)
The implementation of TCP/IP in SML suggests that an important limitation of Standard ML
in connection with systems programming is the inability to gain tight control over the layout of
compound data structures and to limit the amount of copying associated with manipulating these
structures. Experience in building network protocols shows that copying data is an important
source of inefficiency, and must be carefully controlled to achieve reasonable performance. Furthermore, the definitions of network protocols and operating systems interfaces place very detailed
constraints on the layout of data structures such as network packets and [PC messages. Since SML
provides only a very abstract view of compound data structures, there is a Fundamental mismatch
between the expectations imposed by the external world and the representations that are kept private to the SML compiler. To bridge this gap it is necessary to extend the SML type system with
flat types and locatives that provide the ability to gain precise control over data layout, including
satisfying external constraints on the representation of compound values, and to support references into the "middle" of compound objects, providing many of the benefits of pointer arithmetic
without sacrificing type safety. The fundamental obstacle to adding these features to SML is how
to combine them with polymorphism, modularity, and separate compilation. Specifically, there is

a fundamental conflict between the need to control data representation and the need to compile
programs in the absence of complete information about the types of the values they manipulate.
We plan to investigate two approaches to this problem. One is based on extending the tagging
scheme already provided by SML/NJ to support garbage collection and polymorphic equality. By
enriching the set of type tags associated with data values in SML we can introduce "flat" types
whose representations are guaranteed to be free of pointers (other than those explicitly introduced
by the programmer), and will satisfy certain layout guarantees. Each "flat" data object comes with
a top level descriptor for use by the garbage collector and primitive operations for manipulating such
flat structures. This implementation will provide important experience with these new language
features, and serve as a testbed for experimenting with design alternatives. But it is not an
acceptable long-term solution, relying as it does on an elaborate and intrusive tagging scheme.
We therefore plan to build on our previous work on type-based compilation methods for SML
to develop an approach to compiling "flat" types that relies on a translation into an explicitly
polymorphic language that passes type parameters at run-time. Layout guarantees are achieved
through the use of non-parametric polymorphic operations (i.e. those that make essential use of
their type parameters, in contrast to parametric operations that work uniformly for all types).
This type-based approach seems promising, and sheds considerable light on a number of issues in
representation analysis and efficient compilation of SML programs. In addition to developing the
type-theoretic and semantic basis for this new approach to compilation, there remain important
language design questions concerning how best to program low-level manipulations such as arise in
building network protocols or operating systems services.
The need for subtyping of some form has arisen in various contexts in our investigations. For
example, the type of expressions whose value will be known at compile time can be considered
a subtype of arbitrary expressions. Another example comes from the work on explicit data representations (flat types), where one might consiaer the type of small integers to be a subtype of
the type of arbitrary integers. Associated with this subtyping relationship is a coercion function
that changes the representation of a small integer to that of a large integer. ML does not currently provide a notion of subtyping; two common problems with subtyping mechanisms are the
non-existence of principal types and the undecidability of type-checking. For example. the negation
function on integers maps small integers to small integers and large integers to large integers, but
ordinarily there is no single type expressing both properties. In general terms, these difficulties are
addressed by refinement types which combine the semantic elegance of subtyping and intersection
types with the polymorphism of ML while preserving the decidability of type inference and the
existence of principal types. Unlike general program analysis for the purpose of compilation, refinement types also provide a language for communicating complex program properties across module
boundaries. We will investigate particular instances of the refinement types idea for the example
applications mentioned above. We further hope to demonstrate the practicality of refinement type
inference by a realistic implementation within the SML of New Jersey compiler; currently only a
small prototype exists.
It can be readily seen from the foregoing discussion that there is a tight interplay between
language design (including semantics and type theory), language implementation, and systems
building. This interplay is a vital aspect of the project that we expect will continue to play a
central role.
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Long Term
The most important long-term direction is the design and implementation of the successor language
to Standard ML, dubbed "ML2000" or "Millennium", a joint effort with several other researchers
in the ML community (see the Related Work section for more information on this collaborative
effort), The goal of the ML2000 design is to consolidate the substantial advances in type theory and
semantics that have been made over the last 15 years in the design of a powerful new programming
language that will exceed Standard ML in expressive power. ML2000 will serve as a vehicle for
experimentation with new language features, implementation techniques, and applications software.
Research conducted under the present contract has already contributed substantially to the ML2000
design, and we expect that our work will be of central importance to the development of the
language.
The first phase of the ML2000 design consists of establishing the overall structure of the language, which amounts to settling on the type theory of the language. At the time of this writing
there are two extant proposals, one which preserves the existing separation between the module
and core level, and one which eliminates this distinction. The advantage of the stratified approach
is primarily a matter of conceptual simplicity - large programs are viewed as amalgams of small
programs which are combined using the constructs of the modules language. The advantage of
the integrated approach is that it eliminates certain redundancies that are found in the stratified
approach, notably the distinction between a record and a structure with no type components. The
integrated approach is substantially more powerful than the stratified approach because it admits
the possibility of choosing the implementation of an abstract type based on run-time, rather than
compile-time, considerations. Until recently it was thought that a first-class modules system would
necessarily violate the "phase distinction", namely the ability to type check programs prior to
evaluating them. However, recent advances by the proposers establishes that this is not the case.
and a first-class modules system supporting compile-time type checking is indeed feasible.
An important area for investigation is to develop the type-theoretic basis for higher-order modules with SML-style sharing constraints. The notion of a sharing constraint is unique to the SML
modules system, and has proved itself to be of vital importance to software development in SML.
(In particular we make heavy use of sharing constraints in the signatures for the FoxNet implementation of the TCP/IP network protocol.) This feature of SML has until recently defied adequate
type-theoretic analysis. However, we have made significant progress toward understanding the role
of sharing constraints in higher-order modules systems through the notion of a translucent su"u
type, a hybrid between the well-known opaque and transparent sum types (also known as existential and sigma types, respectively) of type theory. Translucent sums are the key to understanding
not only explicit sharing constraints, but also to supporting separate compilation and providing
fine-grained control over the "degree" of abstractness of a module. Initial steps in this direction
have been taken, but much more work remains to be done. In particular it has been established
that the type checking problem for an integrated calculus of higher-order modules with sharing is
undecidable, raising the question of how best to build a practical type checker for this language.
Another important area of investigation is the relationship between modularity and objectoriented programming. Since the bulk of object-oriented methodology can be viewed as desiderata
for modular programming (see the Related Work section for further discussion of this point), it is
natural to expect an integration between modules and objects. We are currently investigating this
topic in the ML2000 design. Here again the question of a stratified versus an integrated module
language is of central importance. In a stratified system we are able to separate the treatment
of objects from the treatment of modules, at the cost of a certain degree of redundancy. This
approach has the virtue of not confusing what may well turn out to be two distinct features of

programming in the large. In the integrated system we achieve a uniform treatment of modules.
objects, and records, an appealing parsimony of concepts. The type-theoretic basis for both of these
approaches is far from clear, but it is safe to say that the fully integrated approach is substantially
more complex than the stratified view. Achieving a full understanding of the issues and trade-offs
involved is an important issue for the design of ML2000.
Once the initial design of ML2000 is in place, the next step will be to build an implementation
of it so that we can gain the necessary experience with it. This aspect of our efforts ties in with
our long-term goals on language implementation which are discussed in more detail below.
In addition to the design of ML2000 itself we plan to experiment with the formalization of its
semantics in the LF logical framework. Briefly, LF is a formalism for specifying formal systems
such as the ML2000 static and dynamic semantics. A formal system is presented as an LF signature
(related to, but not the same as an SML signature). This signature may then be presented to the
Elf implementation of LF (developed by Pfenning and his students) which provides support for
building type checkers, compilers, evaluators, and proving properties of the language. We plan to
formalize the semantics of ML2000 in LF and to use Elf to experiment with the language and to
provide an executable specification of the ML2000 semantics.
Compiler Technology
Near Term
The preceding discussion illustrates how our approach to research in language design also involves
the development of new techniques for analyzing, optimizing, and compiling programs into efficient object code. This integrated approach, in which the formal semantics is used not only to
study properties of the language but also to guide the development of its implementation, promotes the development of semantically well-grounded compilation techniques. At the same time.
it allows implementability and efficiency considerations to influence the language design process
at its earliest stages. Furthermore, we have found that this approach provides an effective way to
address thoroughly the requirements on both expressiveness and efficiency that are raised by our
systems-building experiences.
As mentioned above, a specific example is the development of "fiat types-. Our experience in
the construction of network protocols in Standard ML exposed the inability to control precisely the
layout of data structures in memory. This led to the development of flat types and a compilation
strategy for this feature. Significantly, the compilation technique is also likely to be useful in
optimizing polymorphic functions and register usage in general, thereby largely reducing or even
eliminating the costs normally associated with polymorphic types.
In addition to the development of compiler technology for specific language features and extensions to Standard ML, we will also continue work on general semantics-based methods for analyzing
and optimizing SML programs. One major focus will be the development of semantics-based alternatives to dataflow analysis and traditional optimization techniques. In contrast to datallow
analysis, semantics-based techniques are firmly grounded in the semantics of the programming language, and in particular they can be proven to be sound and effective. One of the primary technical
problems, however, is that control flow is not a static property of Standard ML programs (this is
generally true for languages with higher-order functions), as it is for most conventional programs
written in C or FORTRAN. To address this issue, we have developed several semantics-based
analyses that compute conservative approximations of the control flow of SML programs. If these
analysis techniques are found to be practical, they would enable classical global optimizations,
which to date have not been attempted in a general way for functional programs, as well as many
8

other standard program transformations. In our earlier studies of the code generated by the Standard ML of New Jersey compiler, we have determined that such global optimizations could lead
to dramatic improvements in performance of SML programs, and thus we plan to implement these
analyses and a conduct a thorough study of their effectiveness.
We also plan to continue work on another semantics-based analysis method called 'set-based
analysis". Traditional analysis techniques are based on domains of approximate values, and thus the
information inferred by them is fundamentally limited by the choice of these domains. In contrast.
a set-based analysis computes constraints on the values that each variable in a program can have.
A separate constraint solver can then be used to infer (conservatively) the set of actual values
that each program variable could possibly have during any execution of the program. Thus, no
approximation of values is made, and the precision of the analysis is determined completely by the
sophistication and effectiveness of the constraint solver. This method has a number of advantages
over previous semantics-based analysis techniques, perhaps the most important being that it can
be implemented efficiently without sacrificing the precision of the analysis. A key application of
set-based analysis will be to provide a so-called "binding-time analysis", which will provide crucial
information for the various late compilation and code specialization techniques that we plan to
explore in the longer term. Another anticipated application is a form of range analysis, which in
addition to improving the performance of tight loops (such as checksum routines in our network
code), and would also be valuable in optimizing programs involving flat data structures.
Finally, as we have done in the past, we plan to make large-scale quantitative measurements
of many of the systems we build. This is so that we can understand the behavior of the systems
at a detailed level, and also to study the effectiveness of the various analysis, optimization, and
code generation techniques. In analogy with work in compilers for C and FORTRAN. our goal
is to fully exploit the low-level features of the target machine in order to maximize the potential
performance.
Long Term
In the long term, we plan to fully exploit the formal foundation of the programming language by
exploring new methods for code generation and optimization based on semantically well-grounded
analysis and transformation techniques. In particular we plan to explore the use of "late" or
"delayed" compilation, including link-time and run-time code generation and specialization, to
improve the performance of systems software. The main goal is to achieve the performance of an
integrated software system without sacrificing the software engineering benefits of a clean, modular
structure. For example, by delaying aspects of compilation to link-time, the code of a parameterized
module (called a "functor" in Standard ML) can be specialized to the specific types and values that
become available when the module is instantiated at link time. This has the effect of eliminating a
significant portion of "boundary" between separately compiled modules. thereby greatly reducing
the overhead associated with modular structure. Indeed, we believe that in the case of network
communications, this will result in a form of automatic integrated layer processing (ILP). Already.
our current work on developing a modular implementation of the TCP/IP network protocol suite
provides strong evidence that modularity need not compromise performance, and will serve as a
"test-bed" for evaluating the importance of advanced optimization techniques for systems software.
We have found that similar kinds of gains are also possible by delaying low-level optimizations
and code generation to run-time. Many compiler optimization techniques depend on static analysis
to determine invariants about a program's run-time behavior. As a result, a great deal of research
has gone into developing various approaches to static program analysis. Despite good progress.
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the analyses tend to be excessively conservative in practice, thus making it difficult for a compiler
to achieve a thorough optimization of programs. This is, of course, a fundamental problem since
most aspects of program run-time behavior are undecidable. Also, as a practical matter, further
compromises in accuracy must be made in order to cope with the complexity and inefficiency of
many analysis algorithms. An alternative approach is to defer at least some of the analysis and
optimization (and therefore also code generation) to run time. The challenge here is to limit the
overhead of performing run-time compilation so that overall performance gains can actually be
realized in practice. For this, our approach will be to adapt techniques from partial evaluation, in
a sense "specializing" the code generation process for particular pieces of code. As with link-time
delayed compilation, we can see many opportunities in our network implementation for run-time
compilation. We thus plan to explore how practically these opportunities can be exploited.
Another long-term plan is to develop a prototype implementation of ML2000, including both the
front end, which provides type checking and static elaboration, and the back end, which translates
programs into code. Unlike the near-term effort, this prototype development will be free from the
basic design constraints imposed by the Standard ML of New Jersey system. In particular, we will
be free to develop our own intermediate language, along the lines discussed earlier, to best take
advantage of our work on language design and semantics-based analysis techniques, as well as our
experience in building real systems in an advanced programming language. In addition to this we
plan to experiment with an implementation of the ML2000 semantics in the LF logical framework.
This will not only allow rapid prototyping of type checkers, evaluators, and compilers, but also
permit representing formal proofs of their correctness and, more generally, the formalization of
the meta-theory of ML2000. The environment for this undertaking will be provided by the Elf
implementation of LF (developed by Pfenning), which has shown itself to be practical for related,
but simpler pilot studies in theory of ML-like languages.

Related Work
Software Development in Advanced Languages
A number of previous projects have used high-level languages to implement real systems. These include the Cedar system, written in Mesa at Xerox PARC [94]; the Topaz system, written in Modula2+ at DEC SRC [87, 121]; the Trestle window system, written in Modula-3 at DEC SRC [19. 98, 82]:
the Symbolics and Xerox Lisp machines; the Swift system, written in CLU at MIT (24. 77]; and
various real-time and embedded systems written in Ada [132].
Each of these languages provides some advantages over lower-level languages such as C, but
none provides all of the features found in Standard ML, as the following table summarizes. (A solid
bullet (*) indicates that the language supports the indicated feature; an open bullet (o) indicates
that it supports a weak or limited form of that feature.)
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Language
C
C++
Lisp
Scheme
CLU
Ada
Mesa
Modula-2+
Modula-3
Eiffel

First-class
functions

Compile-time
type checking

Polymorphism

Parameterized
modules

Formal
semantics

Automatic
storage mgmt

0
0

0

0

o

Standard ML
A few comments are in order. Although C lacks higher-order functions, it has a limited ability to pass functions as parameters and results through the use of a code pointer. However, all
such functions are statically defined; one cannot create functions with dynamically-determined
parameters at run time. A limited form of compile-time type checking is available in C, but is
extremely weak due to the unrestricted cast mechanism. All of the problems with C are inherited
by the C++ design. In contrast to C, the C++ language provides a form of mo 'ularity through
the class mechanism, and a form of polymorphism that is only distantly related to that found in
ML. Modula-3 provides a form of polymorphism through the REFANY type, but again this is only
distantly related to the kind of polymorphism available in ML. Modula-3 provides parameterized
modules through the generic mechanism. Similarly, Eiffel provides subtype polymorphism based
on inheritance hierarchies and a form of modularity through the generic class construct.
The other languages (with the exception of Lisp) are all thoroughly imperative; in practice
Common Lisp programs are written in an imperative style, even though higher-order functions
are available. Programs written in Standard ML, on the other hand, are mostly functional: they
use few assignment statements and make liberal use of higher-order functions. In this respect.
systems software implemented in Standard ML is qualitatively different from that written in the
other languages mentioned above.
Omitted from the above diagram is the (ill-defined) property of being "object-oriented". a
subject of considerable current interest. The languages C++, Common Lisp, and Modula-3 are all
considered to be object oriented, but the sense in which this is meant differs in each case. The
main properties associated with the term "object oriented" are these:
1. Data abstraction. Ability to ascribe explicit interfaces to bodies of code, and to enforce
abstraction boundaries associated with these interfaces.
2. Localization of state. Ability to control access to mutable storage through the use of controlled
interfaces and scoping mechanisms.
3. Subtyping and subtype polymorphism. Ability to handle objects based on particular "behaviors" without regard to what other behaviors they may support.
4. Inheritance. Ability to define the code of one object by a systematic modification or extension
to that of another object.
Although not normally regarded as an "object-oriented" language, Standard ML supports many
of the above features to varying degrees. Most importantly, the sophisticated modules language of
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SML strongly supports data abstraction, and strongly encourages the use of modular programming
with explicit interfaces. The presence of higher-order functions and the modules system together
provide strong support for localization of state: in particular, we may always localize assignable
variables to the operations that use them, and we may easily create fresh mutable cells at run time
to avoid unwanted interference between instances. However, SML provides only limited support
for subtyping, a decided weakness that is to be rectified in the design of ML2000. (It does provide
a form of subtyping at the modules level that has proved to be extremely useful in practice.) The
importance of inheritance is subject to debate. ML provides a very limited form of code and
specification inheritance through the open and include constructs at the modules level, but does
not support method specialization. These limited mechanisms play an important role in the FoxNet
implementation, indicating that further work on understanding the use of inheritance is needed;
we plan to undertake such an investigation in the ML2000 design.
We have not included in the above discussion any mention of "lazy" functional languages [56]
such as Miranda [128, 130], Haskell [55], or FL [11]. Although some experimental work has been
done on building "purely functional" operating systems [51, 129, 125], these languages have by
and large not yet been used in -ealistic systems programming. One thesis of the present work is
that "lazy" languages are not appropriate vehicles for building large systems, particularly systems
programs, because they cannot deal adequately with external notions of state or temporal progress
of events. Of course, this is a working hypothesis rather than an established fact. More work needs
to be done to assess the viability of lazy functional programming, a task that we do not undertake
here.
A closely-related effort to ours is the work of the Standard ML group at AT&T Bell Laboratories.
led by David MacQueen. The overall charter of their group is to improve the quality of the software
written by AT&T in support of its corporate activities. Their effort focuses on the use of Standard
ML and, more broadly, the role of mathematical logic and semantics in the design, implementation,
and verification of software and hardware systems. The Standard ML of New Jersey compiler [9]
(on which this project relies) was written jointly by MacQueen and Andrew Appel of Princeton.
along with their co-workers and students. An important development is the extension of SML
with concurrency primitives, called CML, by John Reppy [113, 111, 112] and its application to
windowing systems [38]. The message-passing approach of CML provides a counterpoint to our
own ML-Threads system [27], which stresses a more imperative style of programming. The Fox
Project has a established a close interaction with AT&T that we expect to continue in the future.
The work on Distributed ML at Cornell [66, 28] and the Venari Project at CMU[136, 1001 are
of particular relevance to the Fox Project. Both of these efforts are concerned with developing
linguistic support for distributed computing based on Standard ML. The DML language is an extension of CML [113] to support an ISIS-like [13] approach to reliable distributed computing [67].
The Venari project focuses on implementing atomic transactions [78, 97] in SML. with the emphasis being on exploiting the modules system of SMAL to provide a -mix and match" approach to
transaction functionality [135, 40]. These efforts are very similar in spirit to the Fox Project. and
provide an important source of experience and technical contributions for our work. In particular
we expect the work of the Venari and DML projects to be potential applications for the network
and kernel technology that is currently under development.
The design of the FoxNet implementation of TCP/IP has drawn heavily on the design of the
University of Arizona x-kernel [102, 101]. The design principles underlying the x-kernel served as
a model for our implementation of the FoxNet protocol stack. In contrast to the x-kernel, which
is written in C, we are able to give full expression in Standard ML to the informal structuring
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principles behind the x-kernel. For example, a fundamental concept in the x-kernel is the idea of
composable microprotocols. The idea is to decompose monolithic protocols such as IP into a number of discrete components that are composed to build the full IP protocol and which may also be
used in a "mix and match" fashion to build more efficient special-purpose protocols. In a C implementation the idea of a microprotocol is entirely a design principle, and cannot be given linguistic
expression. However, the SML modules system allows us to represent composable microprotocols as
"functors", or module constructors, that precisely capture the idea of composability. In particular,
the SML compiler ensures that protocols are combined sensibly, and that a microprotocol is indeed
independent of the details of any underlying layer. To take another example, the x-kernel exploits
the notion of an "upcall" to avoid copying and context-switch overhead when passing between protocol layers. This idea can be elegantly expressed in SML using higher-order functions: the receive
operation of a protocol is passed an "upcall handler" as a higher-order function which is applied to
the incoming data upon its arrival. Since functions can be dynamically created in ML, it is possible
to define specialized handlers based on run-time information. We may also exploit higher-order
functions in SML to perform such operations as specialization of the send code on a particular
connection, avoiding the interpretation overhead that would otherwise be required for call to send.
As a final example, we note that one focus of the x-kernel project has been to improve the efficiency
of multi-layer protocol implementations through the technique of Integrated Layer Processing [3].
One important area for future exploration is to achieve the efficiency of ILP without sacrificing the
software engineering benefits of a layered, modular design. The SML modules language presents
significant opportunities in this area; in particular, it seems promising to consider the possibility
of generating specialized code for each instance of a parameterized module, rather than compiling
them uniformly for all instances.
In our project we have made use of some of the facilities of the Mach 3.0 microkernel [4]. In
addition, we regularly compare the performance of our implementation of TCP/IP to that of the
regular Mach and of a highly optimized implementation developed by Maeda and Bershad [81]
(who are now at the University of Washington). As we proceed to implement progressively more of
the functions of Mach, Mach itself will be less and less important to us; we expect the embedded
operating system we are planning to design to be substantially more modular than Mach, for example. One operating system project that has really focused on modularity is the Spring operating
system project [62, 63, 99] underway at Sun. Unlike Spring, we propose to use SML instead of C++.
and we plan to focus on modularity more than on having an "object oriented" operating system
(see above). Our focus is an operating system which can be assembled out of different modules at
compile time with assurance that all errors introduced by incorrect composition will be detected by
the compiler. Unlike the Spring project, we do not believe we have the resources to produce a complete unix-like production operating system, instead concentrating on small, prototype operating
systems for embedded systems.
Other operating systems efforts that in some ways resemble ours include Wahbe's sandboxing [133], used to safely execute user code in kernel space. We do plan to safely execute user code
in kernel space, but we expect our approach, unlike theirs, to have a strong theoretical foundation
based on language semantics and linguistic theory, as well as advanced compilation technology.

Language Design
Standard ML has its origins in the pioneering work of Robin Milner on the design of the metalanguage, ML, for a proof system, LCF, for reasoning about programs (39, 89]. These ideas were
further developed by Rod Burstall and David MacQueen [15, 79], culminating in the design of Stan13

dard ML [93, 92]. (For a more complete description of the history of ML, see Milner's article [90]
and the historical appendix of The Definition of Standard ML [931.)
The design of ML is strongly influenced by the work of Dana Scott on domain theory [122, 123]
and, in particular, the Logic for Computable Functions (LCF) [911. Also of central importance
is the work of Landin [68, 69] and Reynolds [114, 115]. Subsequent work on ML and its derivatives has been strongly influenced by Plotkin's work on operational [106, 1081 and denotational
semantics [107, 1091, by Reynolds's work on polymorphism [117, 118, 119], and Martin-L6f's and
Constable's work on constructive type theory [83, 84, 26].
Notable among the off-shoots of the original work on ML is the development of CAML, a dialect
of ML [36]. The CAML effort has been an important source of ideas in the design and implementation of type functional languages (see [29, 110, 76, 73] to name but a few). The CAML effort is
being carried forward in the development of CAML-Light [71, 75], a "lightweight" implementation
of CAML which is currently being extended with a new modules system [74].
Cardelli's dialect of ML [16] was a direct precursor to Standard ML, and the beginning of an
important program of research into the type-theoretic foundations of programming languages [21],
leading to the design of Quest [17] and Modula-3 [19, 20). Quest represents the current stateof-the-art in type-ful programming languages, and is an important reference point for the design
of ML2000. Though less ambitious, Modula-3 [19, 98] has been used to build "serious" systems
software, notably the Trestle window system (82].
Recent work by Mitchell and his co-workers [96] has focused on extending SML with objectoriented features, in particular subtyping and inheritance. The initial motivation for this work was
to address the problem of rapid prototyping, in particular bridging the gap between experimental
and production software. This effort is the current state-of-the-art in combining object-oriented
programming with the modular programming style exemplified by Standard ML.
Fundamental studies on the type theory of languages with sophisticated modules systems and
object-oriented features is a subject of considerable current research. The type-theoretic basis
for the SML sharing construct has recently been clarified by Leroy [74] and Harper and Lillibridge [48]. The work of Cardelli [17, 2, 1, 18], Pierce [105], and Bruce [14] on type systems for
object-oriented languages is of central importance to assessing the role of objects in advanced
?e-theoretic languages.
The bulk of our effort on ML2000 will be conducted in collaboration with the other members
of the ML2000 design team: Andrew Appel (Princeton), Luca Cardelli (DEC SRC), Carl Gunter
(Pennsylvania), Xavier Leroy (INRIA Rocquencourt), David MacQueen (AT&T), John Mitchell
(Stanford), Jon Riecke (AT&T), and Mads Tofte (Copenhagen).
Compiler Technology
Much of our work in compiler technology is based on the Standard ML of New Jersey system
(SML/NJ), developed by Andrew Appel and David MacQueen [8. 801. This compiler, which is
publically available from AT&T Bell Laboratories, represents the culmination of over 20 years
of research on compilers for functional programming languages. As a research vehicle, SML/NJ
is convenient because it is written in a modular style, thus making it relatively straightforward
to modify and extend. Also, the system supports code generators for a wide variety of CPU
architectures, including all of the major 32-bit RISC machines. Work on retargeting the system to
newer machines is ongoing at many institutions. Our improvements and extensions to the SML/NJ
are carefully coordinated with AT&T and regularly incorporated into the standard distribution of
the system.
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A key feature of the SML/NJ is its use of an intermediate language based on lambda terms
written in continuation-passing style (CPS). The application of CPS in the implementation of
programming languages was described by Reynolds [116] and used in the original compiler for the
Scheme programming language by Steele [124]. Later, Kranz et al. attempted the construction of a
production-quality Scheme compiler based on CPS [65, 64], and this compiler directly inspired the
development of the SML/NJ system, as well as an extension of the CPS concept to "closure-passing
style" [7, 6]. Danvy and Filinski have recently developed a thorough account of transformations
from various lambda calculi into CPS [31]. The main advantage of CPS as an intermediate representation is that it is semantically well-understood while at the same time allowing low-level
details such as register usage and closure representations to be represented explicitly. Thus, CPS is
amenable to analysis by semantics-based methods while still supporting optimizations at the machine level (such as register allocation). Much of our research in compiler technology has centered
around CPS and the transformation of typed programming languages into CPS, and in the future
we expect to use CPS as a starting point in exploring alternative intermediate representations.
Work on other compilers for ML and functional programming languages also has an affect on
our work. The implementation of CAML is not based on CPS but rather a translation of programs
to an abstract machine [126]. This abstract machine, called the Categorical Abstract Machine
(CAM) [29], along with an associated translation scheme for source programs. are systematically
derived from the operational semantics of CAML. thereby ensuring the correctness of a substantial portion of the compiler. The style of operational semantics is very similar to that used for
Standard ML, and hence the implementation techniques are relevant to our work. Also, work on
the compilation of lazy functional programming languages (10, 57, 103] such as Haskell [55] is also
related to our research, particularly in recent years as the Haskell community has added more and
more features for simulating imperative programming and strict function application.
There is a growing body of research in types-based analyses, which are related to our own
work on typed intermediate languages, flat types, analysis of data representations, and set-based
analyses. These include the work on types-based "unboxing" optimizations by Leroy [72], tagging
optimizations by Henglein [53], and tag-free garbage collection by Tolmach [127]. In the sense
that unboxing and tagging optimizations can be viewed as type coercions, the notion of "soft typing" [5, 22] is also related. There is also a strong connection here to set-based analysis, particularly
in the case of Henglein's approach to analysis [52], which also uses constraint-solving in the implementation of the analysis. Much of our other work on semantics-based analyses is based on
the large body of recent research on abstract interpretation. the formal framework for which is
usually credited to the Cousots [30]. The more recent work on operational frameworks for abstract
interpretation by Deutsch [32, 33] forms the basis for some of our current developments.
A considerable amount of related research has been conducted in the area of quantitative
analysis of program behavior, particularly with respect to the memory subsystem. Our current
experimental framework for measuring the memory behavior of the SML/NJ system is based on an
adaptation of Larus' quick profiling tool [70] and the Dinero III cache simulator by Hill [54]. Our
analysis of garbage collection and memory management costs was partially inspired by previous
work by Zorn [137] and Wilson et al. [134].
Finally, our long-term exploration into delayed compilation is based in part on the large body
of research in partial evaluation, much of which was pioneered by Jones et al. [59, 58]. The
potential for applications of partial evaluation ideas to systems programming have been pointed
out by Consel, Pu, and Walpole [25] and implemented in ad hoc ways by Massalin and Pu in the
Synthesis Kernel [86, 85]. Further experimentation with ad hoc forms of delayed compilation have
been explored by Keppel et al. for C [60, 61], Deutsch and Schiffman for Smalltalk-80 [34], and
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Chambers and Ungar for SELF [23].

1

Key Research Personnel

The research personnel of the Fox project span the areas of systems building, language design,
and compiler technology. These include full-time and part-time faculty involvement, post-doctoral
researchers, research programmers, and doctoral students. Below, we fist the faculty and staff
involved in the project research, along with their main area of work. It should be noted that many
others, particularly graduate students, are also making contributions, but these are too numerous
to list here.
Edoardo Biagioni.
mentation.
Kenneth Cline.

Post-doctoral researcher. System networking and kernel design and imple-

Research programmer. System networking implementation and applications.

Nicholas Haines. Research programmer (on leave). System networking implementation. compiler and run-time system development.
Robert Harper.

Assistant Professor. Language design and implementation.

Nevin Heintze.
technology.

Post-doctoral researcher. Static program analysis and optimization, compiler

Peter Lee.

Assistant Profess. r. Compiler technology.

Brian Milnes.
mance analysis.

Research programmer. System networking implementation, testing and perfor-
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